Intelligent Systems

Industry perspectives on the impact and timing of technologies and capabilities

/ Sequencing your intelligent systems blueprints /

OVERALL IMPACT

Tier 4: Low
Tier 3: OK
Tier 2: Critical
Tier 1: Critical

WHEN TO FOCUS ON BUILDING IT

Now
For the next 3 to 5 years
In 5 years
Nice to have

Cloud to devices (like turbines) or energy plant

More developers working together on software to build a new energy plan in a city

An array of turbines and energy centers running together with no humans and adjusting

Turbine showing different motions of an energy plant charging capacity

Want to better understand the blueprint for your industry?

We have surveyed 500 leaders across six major industries in the U.S. and built 6,500 simulations on the deep details of their thinking, actions, processes, metrics for success, and beliefs. For a comprehensive report on the meta trends and data pushing your industry toward the Intelligent Systems future, get in touch with a Wind River expert.

windriver.com/intelligent-systems/energy-and-utilities